RATING ACTION:
ARC RATINGS ASSIGNS PUBLIC, FINAL LONG-TERM
A+ RATINGS TO THE NOTES ISSUED BY LAKE OLIVE
COMPANY, WITH STABLE OUTLOOK
London, 15 June 2022 - ARC Ratings (UK) Limited (ARC) has assigned public, final long-term

ratings of ‘A+’ to the Euro Notes and ‘A+’ to the Dollar Notes (collectively, the ‘Notes’) issued
by Lake Olive Company (‘Lake Olive’), with stable outlook.

ISSUER

CLASS/TRANCHE

AMOUNT

RATING CLASS

RATING

OUTLOOK

NEXT REVIEW DATE

Lake Olive Company

Euro Notes

EUR 60m

CLN

A+

Stable

15 June 2023

Lake Olive Company

Dollar Notes

USD 60m

CLN

A+

Stable

15 June 2023

The credit ratings assigned to the Euro Notes and Dollar Notes relate to the timely payment of interest

and the ultimate repayment of principal.

TRANSACTION OVERVIEW
The transaction is set up as a dual-SPV structure, with insured downstream facilities between a

downstream SPV (‘Grove Olive Company’) and an upstream SPV (‘Lake Olive Company’). Upstream

financing, in the form of Notes issued by the upstream SPV, provides funding for the downstream SPV’s

investments in a basket of CLO Funds, in accordance with the terms of four insured downstream

facilities (one for each Fund). The repayment of the four insured downstream facilities is primarily driven

by the distributions from the Funds. Repayment of the Notes (in accordance with the terms of the single
upstream facility) is therefore primarily driven by the distributions from the Funds, but is not dependent

thereon. Rather, should there be insufficient distributions from the Funds, each insurance policy ensures
full repayment by the downstream SPV to the upstream SPV, thereby ensuring full repayment of the

Notes by the upstream SPV. A highly rated reinsurer assumes 100% of the insured risk.
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Each insured downstream facility has a maturity date of 5 August 2029, which coincides

with the end of the policy periods (also 5 August 2029). Each insurance policy includes a

30-day waiting period following the provision of a Proof of Loss in connection with

non-payment under the respective insured downstream facility. The Notes issued by Lake
Olive Company have a maturity date of 15 September 2031, thus allowing for sufficient time
for the reinsurer to pay out in the event of a claim in connection with the insured

downstream facility. The transaction is structured to ensure that if an Event of Default

occurs under one of the insured downstream facilities, and is uncured, the respective
insurance policy will pay out. The coverage of each of the downstream facilities thereby

allows for full and timely repayment of the Notes issued. An Event of Default occurring for

any of the four downstream facilities will also cause a Prepayment Trigger Event for all,
accelerating the repayment of principal and interest under each downstream facility.

The insurance and reinsurance policies have limited conditionality (e.g. payment of initial

premium which has already been satisfied), and limited exclusions (e.g. a fraudulent act

or fraudulent omission) to which ARC’s rating would not apply.

The transaction is structured to ensure that should the insurance company become

insolvent the transaction will continue with their rights and responsibilities assigned to
other transaction parties (primarily the insured and the reinsurer). Therefore, there is no

ongoing dependency or credit risk on the insurer.

COUNTERPARTIES
Lake Olive Company (‘Issuer’, ‘Upstream SPV’) - validly incorporated under the laws of

the Cayman Islands with registered address at c/o Appleby Global Services (Cayman)
Limited, 71 Fort Street, P.O. Box 500, Grand Cayman, KY1-1106, Cayman Islands.

Grove Olive Company (‘Downstream SPV’) - validly incorporated under the laws of the

Cayman Islands with registered address at c/o Appleby Global Services (Cayman)
Limited, 71 Fort Street, P.O. Box 500, Grand Cayman, KY1-1106, Cayman Islands.
Insurer – a company validly incorporated under the laws of Bermuda.
Reinsurer – a company validly incorporated under the laws of the United Kingdom, rated
‘A+’ by S&P and ‘AA-‘ by Fitch, both with stable outlook.

NatWest Markets PLC (‘Administrative Agent’) - a public limited company incorporated

under the laws of Scotland with company number SC090312, with registered address at 36

St Andrew Square, Edinburgh, EH2 2YB.

Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas (‘Custodian’, ‘Note Agent’, ‘Note Registrar’,

‘Paying Agent’, ‘Transfer Agent’) – a private limited company validly incorporated under
the laws of the United States with company number 187205, with registered address at 1

Columbus Circle, 17th Floor, New York, NY 10019.
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KEY RATING DRIVERS
Reinsurer: The reinsurer has an Insurer Financial Strength rating of ‘A+’ from S&P and ‘AA’
from Fitch, both with stable outlook. ARC has public access to these ratings and will

monitor on an ongoing basis. Should there be any rating action on the reinsurer, ARC will

review this rating. In addition, the linkage to the reinsurer is limited due to the existence of
downgrade triggers, which include an Event of Default trigger if the reinsurer’s rating

degrades.

Legal Structure: The structure of this transaction is such that ARC is able to ‘look-through’

to the ratings of the reinsurer given the limited conditionality and exclusions, considering

the lower of the two ratings by S&P and Fitch.

Account Bank Rating: Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas (DBTCA) has short-term

ratings of ‘P-1’ from Moody’s and ‘F2’ from Fitch, both with positive outlook. Given the

positive outlook on the F2 rating, ARC has determined on this occasion to not apply a rating
cap to this rating.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS AND TURNING POINTS
Given the linkage to the reinsurer’s ratings, any change (positive or negative) will result in
a review of this rating.

RELATED CRITERIA
ARC Ratings’ Global Structured Finance Rating Criteria (Sep 2021).
ARC Ratings’ Global Credit Linked Note and Repackaging Vehicle Rating Criteria

(Feb 2022).

The rating(s) was assigned by ARC Ratings (UK) Limited and endorsed by ARC Ratings, S.A.

in accordance with Regulation (EC) Nº 1060/2009 of the European Parliament and of the

Council.
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DISCLAIMERS
ARC Ratings only provides a rating of the rated securities or of the issuer and neither recommends nor will recommend how an issuer can

or should achieve a particular rating outcome. A rating does not cover a potential change in laws and is not and cannot be regarded as

an audit. Moreover, ARC Ratings is not a party to any transaction documents of the instrument/transaction it is rating. Users of our ratings
should familiarise themselves with the transaction documents. ARC Ratings does not act as a legal, tax, financial, investment or other
advisor and users should seek professional advice from appropriate third parties where necessary.
ARC Ratings, S.A. is registered as a Credit Rating Agency with the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA), within the scope of the

Regulation (EC) Nº 1060/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council, of 16 September, and recognised as External Credit
Assessment Institution (ECAI).

ARC Ratings (UK) Limited is registered as a Credit Rating Agency with the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority, within the scope of
the Statutory Instrument Nº 266/2019, of 13 February, and recognised as ECAI.

Credit Ratings assigned by ARC Ratings are independent and forward looking opinions of the relative credit risks of financial obligations
issued by various entities. The credit risk is the risk that an entity may not meet its financial obligations as they come due i.e. the capacity
and willingness of an entity/issuer to make all required interest and principal payments on a given obligation in a timely manner in
accordance with its terms. Credit ratings express risk in relative rank order – they are an ordinal measure of credit risk whose probability

of default or loss may vary through the credit cycle. They are issued using an established and defined ranking system of rating categories
(rating scale). ARC’s credit ratings are determined using ARC’s published rating criteria.
The rating(s) assigned by ARC Ratings in this report was/were sought by the entity whose financial commitments are being rated.
ARC Ratings provides to the entity whose financial commitments are being rated the documents that substantiate the rating to be
attributed. This entity is thus given the opportunity to clarify or correct factual details. ARC Ratings also grants the issuer the possibility of
appealing a rating accorded by ARC as long as this appeal is supported on additional information that hasn’t been taken into account in
the original rating accordance.

ARC Ratings, S.A. historical default rates are published in the European Securities and Markets Authority Central Repository (CEREP) which
can be accessed on the website cerep.esma.europa.eu/cerep-web/. It should be highlighted that ARC Ratings’ rating portfolio can be
characterized as a “very low default portfolio” and therefore the agency’s historical defaults are not statistically significant. Default is the
lack of full and timely payment of capital or interest or of the occurrence of any event that explicitly indicates that the future full and timely
payment of those commitments will not occur (e.g., in case of insolvency).
Ratings do not constitute a recommendation or offer or solicitation to buy, sell or hold any investments that may be mentioned, and are
only one of the factors that investors may wish to consider. The use of any rating is entirely at the user’s own risk.
Throughout the entire period during which ratings are valid, ARC Ratings monitors the issuer’s performance via public sources and
information provided by the issuer/sponsor and, if a material development occurs, ARC Ratings may bring forward the date of the review
unless stated to be a point in time rating. the updated list of public ratings is available on the website www.arcratings.com.
ARC Ratings’ ratings are assigned based on information, which may include confidential information, collected from a wide variety of
sources which ARC Ratings believes to be reliable including from the entity being rated or whose financial commitments are subject to
rating. ARC Ratings has adopted and implements measures aiming to ensure that, to the extent available in the circumstances, it has

obtained reasonable verification of the information it uses in assigning a rating and that such information is from reliable sources.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, if ARC Ratings is not satisfied with the quality of the information it receives it will decline to assign the rating.
The according of a rating should not be viewed as a guarantee of the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the information relied on
in connection with the rating or the results obtained from the use of such information.

In the rating process, ARC Ratings adopts procedures and methodologies aimed at ensuring transparency, credibility and independence,
and also that rating classifications are not influenced by conflicts of interest.

CONTACT DETAILS
ARC Ratings (UK) Limited

ARC Ratings, S.A.

30 Churchill Place

Rua de São José

Canary Wharf

35 – 1º B

London E14 5RE

1150-321 Lisbon

UNITED KINGDOM

PORTUGAL

+44 203 927 8600

+351 21 304 11 10

arcratings_uk@arcratings.com

arcratings_eu@arcratings.com

Rhonda Moore
Business Development Director
rhonda.moore@arcratings.com
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